administrators' distaste for law simply that law would obstruct their ability to wield power? And didn't my findings in Taiwan simply replicate what others had found elsewhere-that many people do not like to invoke legal process? After all, David's own research had found that people purposely avoided recourse to the law in places as different as northern Thailand and middle America.z
The impulse to see similarities or differences across cases is sometimes glossed as a matter of preference: lumping versus splitting. From that perspective, the decision is mostly a question of whether one attends more to what unites or what divides. Here, I want to explore a different dimension to difference and similarity. Drawing on my own work in Taiwan, I want to raise some questions about how we determine what seemingly similar phenomena mean in, and for, their surrounding social contexts. This means thinking explicitly about how we situate what we encounter in our research. It may be that lumping and splitting are not so much different ways of understanding phenomena as of contextualizing them.
When seen at higher levels of abstraction or generality, attitudes toward law among Taipei administrators, American farmers, and Thai migrants can indeed be described as similar. When viewed at a more specific and concrete level, situated within geographically, temp'orally, and culturally more proximate contexts, these same attitudes can appear quite distinct. Not every·bird that mistrusts the law sings the same song. And any song rings in a chorus of other chirps. This suggests, as Carol Greenhouse has written, that the study oflaw in society is always at least implicitly comparative.3 We compare our object of study with how we imagined it would be, with surrounding objects in the same social field, with separate objects that we know or imagine, and with what we see at other levels of generality. Here, I dive into some local contexts to unwrap the distinct significance of people's attitudes about laws and the governments that supply them, then swim back up to consider what implications this might have for the study of legal consciousness across times and places. actively many people are thinking about it. It was not a topic that flared up among political junkies or during elections. In an intensely social environment, people in every class and group I encountered routinely discussed the nature of Taiwan's democracy, the quality of its political culture, and the relationship of its contemporary state to its martial law past.
This did not mean, of course, that people were satisfied with their nation, government, or legal system. On the contrary, the political conversation that suffused social life was characterized by an often gloomy dissatisfaction. Common themes were instability, incoherence, and multiplicity. Many people described Taiwan's problems as rooted in an unmanageable multifariousness that had been exacerbated with the advent of democracy.
One urban planning administrator, for instance, explained to me that, after the end of martial law and the reintroduction of city government elections to Taipei, the city's Bureau of Urban Development had ceased doing large-scale social research on the city it administered. 4 The main reason, Mr. An said, was that Taiwanese society was just too complicated (fuza). There were too many kinds of people doing too many kinds of things, and one simply couldn't capture it all in a survey. Indeed, the city government itself was complicated. The urban planning department was riven with conflicts between graduates of its two main feeder schools: a Marxist department that emphasized qualitative research and a systems-theoretical one that favored statistical methods. And relations among branches of government had become complicated with the introduction of elected mayors and city councils. The department head now had to. please the mayor, the public, the city council, and the experts and scholars incorporated into many decision-making processes -a complicated set of demands that left little time or political capital for comprehensive planning.s
In contrast, Mr. An continued, America was "more danchun (pure, simple administrative leadership might stay on from mayor to mayor. In Taipei city hall, a word spoken by one person could mean something different in the mouth of someone from a competing group. In America, on the other hand, whether you read it in the New York Times or the Washington Post, a word meant the same thing. In Mr. An's America, thus, differences were clearly delineated and compartmentalized, electoral contestation did not lead to political instability, and meaning was stable throughout public discourse. This kind of contrast with an imagined "America," "the West," or "foreign countries (guowai)" was not unusual: many of the people with whom I spoke framed their comments about their country with their visions of mine, as a way to illuminate their ideals and disappointments. 6 The simplicity and stability attributed to America highlighted Mr. An's negative convictions about the complexity and instability of Taiwan.
Fuza, complexity, is a key term of discomfort in Taiwan. An unsolvable situation might be fuza, but so might social configurations and demographic arrangements. For instance, many people described the community activists I studied as living in a very fuza area of the city. Some people explained their use of this term with reference to the gangsters and prostitutes for which the area is famous. But most explanations had something to do with diversity. "Lower middle classes, middle classes, upper classes, it has them all," one acquaintance said. 7 Ms. Yuan used a classical idiom meaning "dragons and snakes live together there." In such a place, she explained, everything is all mixed up: Dragons and snakes are the most opposite creatures. One person wove both explanations together. The area's well-known sex industry, and the gangsters that go along with it, led to there being many different types of people in the neighborhood -qaturally a very fuza situation.
As others have shown, the notion oL "diversity" can serve ideological purposes beyond mere description. In the United States, it can obscure structural inequalities in circumstance and opportunity with an upbeat insistence on the value of difference. 8 The valenct; of multiplicity in Taiwanese political discourse is quite different. A diversity of social types or opinions is often figured as inherently problematic, almost unnatural: fuza, an unsolvable situation. This discomfort with multiplicity, which was prevalent both in my fieldsites and among other acquaintances, often had a distinctly historical 6 I assume that many such references were made specifically for my benefit, since people knew I came from the United States. However, such contrasts were also common in conversations among administrators, for instance at meetings where I was not a central participant.
implication. It brought the contemporary democratic period into sharp contrast with the long martial law era that preceded it. Martial law, with its wellcontrolled media and its strict limits on political participation, enforced a stability of meaning and value in political discourse. Its monopoly over the public sphere limited what could be openly asserted to be the public good. The martial law government implemented this monopoly on legitimate ideology while also supporting a lively system of political competition. Martial law politics divided local factions, which were open to all, from national party politics, which was restricted by ethnicity, biography, and personal relations.9 Local-level elections gave people seeking control of resources a way to organize and compete with others. Local factions were further connected to central power brokers, creating a "regime patronage system" -that is, a system in which the regime itself was a patron in a clientelist system. 10 Local elites in turn became patrons at the local level, transferring resources to local clients who lent them political support. This large-scale system kept factions balanced without disturbing centralized party control. The language and forms of traditional soci~l values helped naturalize this new political system. Political factions under martial law built on pre-existing ways of cohering social groups: real and fictive kinship, locality, educational background, occupational affiliation, and religious participation. u Utilizing a common social valorization of affective links and long-term relations of mutual aid and obligation, factions helped make the personal indistinguishable from the political: "As the entrepreneurs collect money, the politicians collect friends."'3 Ideological claims like assertions about the common good were reserved for the ruling KMT, or Chinese Nationalist Party, with its unified front of a tightly organized authoritarian system.' 4 External pressures from the international community's transfer of recognition to the People's Republic of China in the 1970s, and internal pressures from emergent opposition political groups in the 198os, supported a vibrant democratization movement. That movement itself utilized the very channels that had sustained local factions under martial law: interpersonally mediated social networks based on pre-existing tropes of affiliation.'5 These personalistic networks sustained groups whose members were connected both by personal relations and by an understanding of themselves as participants in a discourse that exceeds those relations-a political faction, party, or movement. With the democratization movement, politically active participants began insinuating new ideological content into these pre-existing social networks.' 6 Many people described the rise of this ideological pluralism with mixed feelings. Democratization opened up channels of political power and allowed people to express their views freely and in their preferred languages.' 7 But that Pictures from the wedding of a founder of the then-opposition Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), for instance, show a veritable Orient Express of the early political underground: A group of people who all just happened to be opposition activists all just happened to gather for this happy occasion, at a time when gathering for other reasons just happened to be prohibited. Martial law strictures prohibited large gatherings of people except for certain ritual events like weddings, so opposition activists seized on the personalistic connections that gave rise to such exceptions. As the founder's ex-wife told me, "DPP history starts at my wedding." freedom also threw the very definition of the public good into question. For many people I talked to, this discursive disarray was the undesirable underside of democracy. Even beneficiaries of the new cacophony often expressed discomfort with the freedoms that democratization fostered. Mr. Shan was a community activist who had participated for years in protests against the city government. These activities would have landed him in jail during the martial law period. Nonetheless, he told me with disgust that the difference that democratization had made was that now, in the post-martial law era, "it is easier to be a gangster."' 8 Another devoted activist, Mother Mei, had also spent years engaging in protests and other activities that were strictly prohibited under martial law. She once summed up a dinner conversation with the comment, "Taiwan is too democratic."'9 After a pause, she burst out, "[People] even cuss out the president!'" 0 Administrators, meanwhile, generally spoke favorably of the effects of democratization on relations between government employees and the populace under their purview.
2 ' But they consistently expressed discomfort with the unstable quality of government practice it brought about. They especially pointed to the destabilizing effects of elections. By making control of the city government unpredictable, elections had made long-term planning impossible. Elections in other cities similarly obstructed regional planning. For the first time, neighboring urban areas could be controlled by different parties, making cooperation politically unpalatable. And the new powers of the elected Taipei City Council impeded the implementation of law and policy. In Taiwan's highly personalistic electoral structure, each councilor was considered somewhat beholden to each constituent. And the City Council controlled the city government's budget. Administrators thus spent much of their time fielding elected representatives' demands to abrogate the rule of law: to protect particular constituents from the enforcement of city policies.
The newly opened stage for ideological assertions of the public good, along with election-induced turmoil in government, contributed to the destabilizing diversity of the post-martial law era. As Mr. Wei, a high-ranking administrator, told me, Taipei could be considered: '9 "Taiwan tai minzhu /e." Aside from some friends who self-identified as unusual -by sexual activity (e.g., gay men, women who were openly sexually active); profession (e.g., independent filmmakers, actors, writers); and upbringing or experience (e.g., people who had lived longterm in the United States, Australia, or Europe)-members of every group I came into contact with in Taiwan expressed this sentiment to me, often in these exact words. Mr. Wei's description of social conduct could have come straight from Adam Smith: In Taipei's free society, each person pursues his or her own interests independently. But the evaluation of the result was quite different. This self-motivated pursuit of interests does not redound, willy-nilly, to the benefit of the whole society. Rather, it gives rise to something more complicated. It creates a city that is "fascinating" and "interesting" to outsiders but which suffers from a "predicament": the lack of the "dominant culture" that characterizes a hypothetical America.
Such lack of cultural coherence is commonly tied to the end of authoritarian rule. For instance, Mr. Ke, an active and enthusiastic administrator, spoke proudly of his ability to negotiate with members of the public, demonstrate his earnestness and rectitude, and forge mutually beneficial compromises.'3 But he also admitted that he sometimes missed the uncomplicated ideological commitments that had pervaded his youth. Under martial law, he told me, "it was all about 'establishing the nation.' Everyone didn't dare talk politics. We just dared to talk about 'establishing the nation.' After martial law, wha,t did we get? We got freedom of speech. But the thing we sacrificed was even more important."24 These might sound like the complaints of power-hungry bureaucrats who wish people would fall in line like they used to. But as I hope I have Furthermore, the transition from martial law to democracy left in place many ideas about how the general will is expressed and how the general good is fulfilled. Taiwanese education, for instance, has long emphasized appropriate behavior by model individuals as a motivating force in social development.29 This notion continues to be prevalent in discussions of politics: People in Taiwan talk much more about the power of exemplary individuals than about the benevolence of invisible hands. As Mr. Wei's description of Taipei as an excessively free city suggests, the notion that political equilibrium could be achieved through the combination of otherwise uncoordinated activities by self-interested individuals would have seemed quite strange to most people with whom I spoke. A society in which each person acts in his own interest would result not in the fulfillment of world spirit moving through history, but in chaos.3° 
The Songs of Other Birds
One could imagine one way such illegitimate disorder might be tamed: through laws passed by democratically elected representatives. But in my three years of language study, fieldwork, and intensive socializing, no one ever suggested such a possibility. Law was often markedly extraneous to discussions of government practice. For instance, shortly before I started my fieldwork, agents from the Ministry of Justice raided the offices of a popular magazine that was about to publish leaked documents revealing that a former president had bypassed the national security apparatus with secret diplomacy and espionage funds. I asked the questions that seemed obvious to me: On what legal grounds was the magazine shut down? Were the secret funds illegal? The teachers and friends with whom I then spent most of my time found these questions interesting only in an ethnographic sense, as an illustration of how Americans think. They were not relevant to local discussions of the incident, which focused on whether publishing such a story actually posed_ a threat to national security.
The notion that law might play a central role in legitimating political action or in cohering political positions was similarly dismissed by my fieldwork participants. As one urban planning administrator explained to me, Western laws grew out of Western social norms, leading to a natural connection between legal systems and social realities. In Taiwan, in contrast, laws were imported from elsewhere-Japan, Europe, America. That led to a big "gap"-he used the English word -between law and society. In keeping with this image, administrators routinely talked about Taiwanese law as irrelevant and non-responsive to the society it purported to regulate, and as "hard (ying)" or unyielding in ways that amplified that irrelevance.
For instance, one administrator with whom I worked dealt with an area zoned for agricultural use whose landowners had recently built a plethora of consumer-oriented tea-houses. He blamed the laws, not the landowners, for the situation. These leisure establishments, he explained, answered a growing demand from an increasingly rich populace. The law had been too slow to acknowledge this demand; it could not keep up with social changes. Insofar as they saw their job as implementing laws at all, administrators tended to phrase it in terms of convincing members of the public to come around to legal these terms in the first place. Rather, they tended to talk about it in terms of negotiation and consensus-building. 3 ' ·· Again, this attitude toward law was not limited to government administrators. When the community activist group with which I worked heard that the electric company was to break its pledge nor to enlarge a local electric station without residents' agreement, my questions again revealed my own assumptions. What was the legal status of that pledge? Had anybody signed anything? The people I studied waved aside these irrelevant questions. They were busy planning to meet the electric company on the field of public values, looking for ways to emotionally connect to government administrators, demonstrate their own sincerity, and convince others of the righteousness of their cause. They did not doubt the strength of the state, but they did not speak of the state's role in terms of lawsY
The irrelevance of law to state-society relations emerged even on those unusual occasions when laws were invoked for political projects. The activists I studied, for instance, originally came together to protest a proposed land sale that would create a large retirement home in the already crowded neighborhood. Residents agitated for the land to be converted into a park instead. They soon discovered that Taipei's zoning law required a minimum amount of green space per capita in residential areas -a requirement that had quite obviously not been fulfilled in this crowded neighborhood. Years later, participants still chuckled over this coincidence. Administrators also commented on the creativity of invoking the law. But neither group treated it as decisive or dispositive. Activists never presented the legal stricture as a conclusive basis for a demand -a right the law conferred on them by virtue of taking them as its object. Rather, they used their adherence to other local values to demonstrate that they deserved to benefit from the application of the law. 33 For instance, activists emphasized their earnest investment in their community, their emotional relationship with its history, and their contributions to the nation. This way of using the law to support a larger claim to desert made sense to the government administrators who were the group's primary targets.
Mr. An, who would be pivotal to the group's success, shrugged: "They used the wrong law. I could have given them a better law, if they'd asked me." This was a minor objection, though. Choosing the wrong law did not affect either the legitimacy or the efficacy of the group's approach, precisely because the law itself was not very important. Rather, it was by showing their comportment with broader social values -community cohesion, historical attachment, and national contribution -that they justified themselves and got the job done.34
What those residents were really good at, Mr. An explained with evident approval, was moving (gandong) others by showing how united (tuanjie) they were.
This moving unity came into play when activists wanted to go beyond the law as well. The proposed park land held two structures built during the Japanese colonization ofTaiwan (1895-1945), when the area had grown sugar cane.35 The activist group wanted these buildings preserved as a tribute to the area's history and its contribution to Taiwan's culture and economic development. Taiwan's historical preservation law, however, did not protect structures built under Japanese rule. As the KMT violently consolidated control over Taiwan in the late 1940s, it discouraged even discussing-much less valorizing or preservingrelics of the Japanese colonial era. 36 This situation reversed itself with democratization, when Japanese colonialism became a hot topic for scholarship and a common object of nostalgia. 37 The changing status of colonialism in public discourse has led to movements to preserve Japanese-era structures on grounds other than simple age, such as historical importance, architectural quality, and local significance. The activist group I studied successfully mobilized such arguments, convincing city administrators to extend historical status to the buildings despite the absence of a legal requirement to do so. The invocation of law was, thus, at best icing on a cake of otherwise appropriate social belonging. At worst, it could signal breakdown: a failure of social engagement; of social norms; of other, more legitimate, values. For instance, some violations of zoning ordinances in Taipei are so widespread as to be considered standard. Owners of top-story apartments routinely build extra living space on the roof even though zoning laws strictly prohibit it. 34 See ibid. , an island-wide protest or riot (depending on where one stands) that involved KMT troops killing thousands of Taiwanese, and particularly targeting elites educated in Japanese schools. Although the total number killed is not known, there is a "rough consensus among scholars [of] 1o,ooo killed and 3o,ooo wounded": ibid, 83. 3 7 Scholars at the recently founded Institute of Taiwan History in Academia Sinica, Taiwan's leading research institution, for instance, focus largely on the Japanese era.
(Condominium-style housing is the norm throughout urban Taiwan.) Unlicensed street stalls offering goods and services line many streets, generally acknowledged as having a claim on the space without any legal right to it. One of my informants, who ran a car wash by setting up her supplies and waiting for customers to pull into a parking space on an alley corner, once shook her head over a young man who had actually parked his car in the space: "Doesn't he know I'm running a business? Some people are really strange."3 8 Occasionally, a person would object to such informal use of space with a complaint on the city government's internet complaint board. When that happened, administrators would inform the objects of complaint that someone was unhappy, so that they could figure out who the complainants might be and negotiate with them privately. What an anonymous complaint about a legal violation signaled to government administrators, in other words, was a breakdown in social relationships. A further complaint, however, pushed administrators to address the offending structure, lest the department itself became an object of complaint.3 9
The proper role for government was thus not to neutrally enforce the law, but to act as a neutral broker for private parties' social relationships. If that did not resolve the situation, administrators would find themselves unpleasantly entangled with a botched social relationship. They would then have little choice but to take recourse to law. 40 If law occupied the periphery of people's understandings of government, then, it was not so much because government was hopelessly corrupt, unresponsive, or disorganized. 41 It was because, most people agreed, legality was not the proper focal point for government concern in the first place.
WHY MARGINALIZE LAW?
I want to return to the questions I attributed to David Engel at the beginning of this chapter. First, was administrators' distaste for law not best explained by 38 "Ta buzhidao wo zaizuo shengyi rna? Youderen zhen qiguai." The young man, it turned out, had just returned from a year studying in England. 39 Bernstein, The Social Life of Regulation, 948. the potential restraints it imposed on their power? And second, wasn't a widespread societal distaste for law an instantiation of the same distaste we have found all over the world? The devaluation of legality in Taiwan is certainly reminiscent of the devaluation of litigation in Sander County and in northern Thailand that Engel himself has described. 42 Yet seen within its sociohistorical context, it highlights important differences as well. These differences, in tum, illuminate the way that understanding the roles of law in society depends on historically informed, culturally embedded, and locally specific research (the sort that Engel himself does). The irrelevance of law to democratic governance in Taipei, for example, was probably exacerbated by the unpleasant associations law has in philosophy and political theory. Throughout most of Chinese philosophy, law has been presented as "punitive, coercive, and morally debased in comparison with the uplifting spiritual influence of ritual practices and human relationships. '' 4 3 No etymological link connects legality with legitimacy in the style of IndoEuropean languages. On the contrary, the only philosophical school to champion law as a source of governance, the Legalists, advocated for a strict, punishing government that kept people in line through "generous rewards and severe punishments" -an explicit challenge to the Confucian emphasis on modeled ethical conduct that did not gamer the Legalists a good reputation. 44 In contemporary times, meanwhile, laws are often seen as foreign transplants best used for performing modernity before foreign audiences rather than for either ordering or expressing the social norms of Taiwan itself. 4 5 However, this attitude toward law did not necessarily place private parties at the mercy of government agents' whims, or subject them to dependence on government agents' largesse, as one might expect if the city were run by a political machine that enforced fealty through the distribution of opportunities. On the contrary, one reason why administrators emphasized the importance of consensus may have had to do with how they were themselves constantly involved in ongoing negotiations with various sectors of the public. The apparent impossibility of simply enforcing a law did not hold just for community activists whose demands found support in a zoning ordinance. Government administrators, too, often operated by trying to convince the people under their purview that accommodating a law or policy was a good thing for them to do.4 6 If law is somewhat meaningless in a number of places, then, the meaning of that meaninglessness can still be different. The process of convincing that administrators discussed, moreover, was typically not bilateral but multinodal. It did not starkly oppose a unified body of administrators to a unified contingent of the public, but often involved multiple sets of each. A typical meeting about the neighborhood park discussed in the previous section, for instance, involved representatives from the community activist group; the electric company; the newspaper headquartered in the neighborhood, which had pledged some funding; the Taiwan Sugar Corporation, the formerly party state-owned enterprise whose status had become ambiguous with the disaggregation of party and state, and which owned the land at issue; the borough head, a neighborhood-level elected office independent of the city government bureaucracy; and several city government departments, each with its own policy orientations, personnel, and interest in the land. These groups were aligned and divergent in ways that were neither ali-or-nothing nor completely predictable. Each was also deeply integrated into multiple social spheres and institutions. And each had different amounts of, and different kinds of, power. 47
This multiplicity of personnel, positions, and powers meant that the inevitably long-term process of building consensus required flexibility and compromise on the part of all participants -both the subjects and the objects of government action. I do not mean to suggest that nobody lost out in the negotiations that characterized so much of the department's work. But there were a number of routes that could lead to political efficacy, and no one position that trumped all others. That meant that who would lose in any given instance was not necessarily predictable on the basis of easily discemable characteristics such as employment by government or control over economic resources. Government bureaucrats, in other words, were not in a strong position to simply impose whims or offer largesse; they too were negotiating parties, along with everyone else. If law was absent as an organizing force in political action in Taipei, then, it was not because some other single organizing force-such as party machinery-had muscled it out and stood in its stead. Rather, a plurality of organizing forces provided different people with different potential ways of getting things done.
Moreover, disinterest in the law was a widely shared attitude. It was common to government employees, activists who made demands of the government, and wide swaths of the public at large. To be sure, the law cast a shadow in which people negotiated. But it cast that shadow from the periphery of the social. Where recourse to the law was efficacious, it usually indicated a breakdown in social functioning and a breach of social norms. So when bureaucrats avoided, ignored, or maligned the law, they did not violate local values; they enacted them.
Finally, and crucially: Among the people I met, rejecting legal process did not imply that people should accept injustices or refrain from making demands of others. On the contrary. The activists with whom I worked knew that a favorable zoning ordinance would not suffice to mandate the creation of a park; they successfully pressed for the park using more acceptable strategies. They knew that historical preservation law did not extend to the neighborhood's Japanese-era buildings; they successfully demanded preservation through other means. Administrators similarly did not connect the weakness of law to a diminution of demands from the public. While administrators did not always enjoy negotiating with activists who made demands or landowners who resisted government policy, neither did they suggest that such actions were illegitimate.
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Forgoing recourse to the law, then, did not mean "lumping." Nor did people think it should. Engel found that his Thai participants cited religious convictions, grounded in Thai Buddhism, as a reason to refrain from making demands on others. 49 Buddhism is an important part of social life in Taiwan, 5° but the people with whom I spoke never invoked religion to suggest that someone should not be recompensed for an injury or should refrain from making a demand. In Sander County, Engel found that "insiders" cited social norms of righteous self-sufficiency to censure those who used law to seek redress for their injuriesY Self-sufficiency was not a strong value among the people I knew in Taiwan, who were much more likely to figure a righteous 48 Moreover, when law did force the government's hand, it was likely to be at the urging of one private party who considered himself injured by another, as with the internet complaint system for zoning violations. 4 9 Engel, supra note :1.. David M. Engel, "Globalization and the decline of legal consciousness: torts, ghosts, and karma in Thailand," Law 6 Social Inquiry, 30 (zoo5), 469-514-so Robert P. Weller, Alternate Civilities: Democracy and Culture in China and Taiwan (Westview Press, 1999) . Taiwan is home to a syncretic mix of religious traditions, but Buddhism is sufficiently well integrated into everyday life that just about every neighborhood has at least one restaurant catering to Buddhist-style vegetarians, who refrain from eating animal flesh as well as garlic and ginger. 5• Engel, supra note 2. Ol!en Bird's Song.
person as deeply embedded in ongoing relations of mutual aid and mutual obligation. Although social norms played a key part in people's distaste for law, they did not militate complacency. In fact, they often facilitated the opposite, as activists' deep connections to community, locality, and nation served to justify their demands.
Like those whom Engel studied in Sander County and Thailand, the people in my study could be both suspicious and dismissive of law. But the flavor of their distaste was different, specific to the interacting strands of their historical background, their social values, and their political experiences. Just as importantly, the effects of that distaste differed too. Engel's Sander County residents disapproved of those who made demands of othersdemands that would have been legitimate within the legal system but were not legitimated by local values. In my research sites, in contrast, local social values provided more useful avenues for making demands of others than did law.
What does this suggest for the study oflaw in society? A range of scholarship has amply demonstrated that people everywhere have a complicated, often unhappy, relation to law. But it also suggests that, as a sociolegal Tolstoy might tell us, each unhappy relation to law is unhappy in its own way. It emerges from particular histories of social, political, and normative organization. And it fits into particular constellations of practice -that is, ways of getting things done.
Part of evaluating legal consciousness in any particular place involves evaluating broader social values and norms. But it also involves considering the other ways people have of doing things they might sometimes do through law, such as resolving disputes, pressing demands, and legitimating political claims. In a way, this recognition diminishes the centrality of law to a sociolegal study. Law turns out to be just one of numerous methods available for getting things done: one song weaving in and out of other songs, sung by other birds.
